SNBC posted a new Facebook cover page in May 2014:

But....the picture is by a professional Real Estate Company and projects a false image of the reality of the current auditorium and it’s “Seeker Sensitive” worship (See next page):
The photo is by “DulcieHolland” a Real Estate photo company, and hides the missing Pipe Organ console (moved into a side classroom at Rev. Slayton’s direction), the drums (off to the left, in a side classroom), the electric keyboard and guitars, and the pull down screen for the “7-11 hymns” has been retracted, to show some of the organ pipes of an organ, Rev. Slayton does not want to use.
Here are the details concerning the SNBC Facebook “Favorites” approved and endorsed by Rev. Slayton.

NOTE: Facebook “Favorites” on an organization website, such as run by SNBC, can endorse other organizations on their official Facebook page. This page, created by a “webmaster” endorses those organizations at the direction of the Pastor.
Heretical Emergent “churches” (Mars Hill, Seattle, WA; Bethel Church, Redding, CA; NewSpring Church, SC; and ROC) endorsed by Rev. Slayton, which you can see listed below. (Details about the heresy practiced by these so-called “churches” can be found on the webpage: “The Emergent Churches”)

Is there some reason why one funeral home has been singled out to be endorsed by Rev. Slayton?